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It seems you can't have a conversation about recent

developments in tattooing without talking about

modern inks and their longevity. None of us will ever

have to put up with those old blue lines (that look so

bloody cool). No sir, it's picture perfect, last-forever,

transfer-style tattoos for us.

OK, perhaps that’s a little over the top but it does seem to be a

convenient misconception that people are happy to accept. But the fact

is, inks have got a lot better. In many ways they have evolved more than

any other element of the tattooing process.

And ink companies seem to have made themselves more ‘sexy’ than

those companies who manufacture machines or supply needles and

other paraphernalia. (I guess part of it is due to the fact that the best

machines, especially when you are talking about coils, are still hand-

made by tattooists who really understand what is required of them,

and other artists get that. The exception was the late and truly lovely

Marcus from Smiling Demon, who would tune up any piece of crap and

produce the most beautiful tattoos.) You only need to walk around

even the smallest tattoo convention to see how clever many of the ink

companies have become. Young tattooists seem to be desperate to

plaster logos all over their banners. Thousands of people will see those

banners around the world every weekend. What would an advertising

campaign of that scale cost? It’s really smart. None of these companies

are doing anything wrong; they are just trying to stake their claim in an

increasingly crowded market. 

However, the thing about ink poking its head above the parapet is that

it's become an easy target. You only have to look at what the New York

legislators are up to, and you get the idea. (See the item in this month's

News pages.) And this isn't the first time the authorities have used

tattoo inks as a way to muscle in. Tattooing may not be an industry, but

manufacturing and selling tattoo supplies certainly is. It is only going to

take one big company to buy up a few smaller independent ink

manufacturers and things could really change. Suddenly a new set of

regulations gets put in place and tattooing gets a kick in the nuts.

Paranoid? Maybe. But I like to think it's just that I don’t have my head

buried in the sand. For every action there is a reaction. That’s the way it is.

James
editor@totaltattoo.co.uk

EDITORIAL 133

‘You save yourself or you

remain unsaved.’ 

Alice Sebold
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NEWS & REVIEWS
Tattoo news and reviews for your delectation and
delight. If it goes on in the tattoo world, it goes in
here. Send us your news items, books or products
for review and items of general curiosity and
intrigue for the tattoo cognoscenti.

News, Total Tattoo Magazine, 111 Furze Road, Norwich, Norfolk, NR7 0AU

fi IS THAT REALLY THE TIME?

fi INK LAWS - NYC

CONGRATULATIONS
JORDAN!

We love to give credit where credit is

due, and when a UK artist wins Best of

Day at the Stockholm Ink Bash credit is

definitely due. Congratulations to Jordan

Croke who was up against a truly world

class field and brought home the glory

with a tattoo on his very own dad (and

fellow tattooist), Tim. Jordan told us, “I

won Best of Sunday with this piece. It was

a very surreal experience. To have a booth

at such a high quality show, and work

alongside some of the best artists in the

world, was an honour in itself. To take

home a trophy was the very unexpected

icing on an already incredible cake! The

tattoo took around twelve hours. I'm

grateful to my dad for hanging tough and

letting me experiment with my artwork

and concepts.” Take a look at Jordan at

work on this cool time lapse video from

the Robin Hood Tattoo Festival – seven

hours tattooing in one minute 45

seconds!

www.youtube.com/watch?v=4om

k-m8kMo8

Never one to rest on his laurels, Christian Nguyen of

Inkvaders in Geneva has been at it again. This time he is

collaborating with high-end high-tech watchmakers Cvstos

to produce the rather tasty Inkvaders Jetliner Skull.

Christian’s design is laser cut from polished steel and looks

stunning against the black plasma-coated movement of the

watch, which frames it perfectly. Limited to an edition of

just 100, this handsome Swiss timepiece will set you back a

mere 10,000 Euros... 

Check out www.cvstos.com/news for details

Having left tattooists alone for a few years, the powers-that-be

in New York have felt the need to get involved once again. A

new law, set to come into effect in December, will require all

tattooists operating within the state to work only with single-

use individually-sealed “ink shots” (rather than pouring ink

from a larger bottle into single-use disposable ink caps, as is

standard practice right now). There are several potential

problems with this proposed legislation, not least the

environmental impact of using so much extra packaging. Of

major concern is the loss of artistic freedom, and possible

limitations to the available colour palette. Fears have also been

expressed that tattooists will be restricted to using the

products of just one manufacturer (who, presumably, would

stand to make a considerable financial gain, if this is indeed the

case). There are also anxieties about the expense involved in

using such a wasteful system, and worries about ink quality. 

From what we've heard, it

seems this is yet another piece

of unnecessary legislation that

threatens people's livelihoods

and limits the creative choices

they can make. But New York's

artists are not taking it lying

down. They've met with

Senator David Carlucci, who

sponsored the Bill, and they're

fighting their corner. 

Bridget Punsalang has set up a petition ('Change NYS Bill S1421-2015 to allow the use of

disposable ink caps in tattooing') which you can find at www.change.org by using our handy

QR code. (Or use the search button at the top of the www.change.org home page.)  

You can view a YouTube video of the meeting with Senator Carlucci at

www.youtube.com/watch?v=riba1Kpehkk&feature=youtu.be

or by using the QR code we've provided.

VIDEO

PETITION
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fi ON THE MOVE

fi TALKING TATTOOS

fi WES CRAVEN 1939-2015

fi THE DEVIL’S REIGN

After five great years at Woody's Tattoo

Studio in High Wycombe, Hannya Jayne is

going to join the team at O'Happy Dagger in

Amersham. “O'Happy Dagger has an incredibly

creative, welcoming and relaxed atmosphere,”

she told us. “I love the open layout and the

array of trinkets and curiosities nestled in

every available space.” Hannya Jayne will be

joining Hayley Hayes, Paul Tipping and James

Bull in mid-September and we send her our

good wishes. 

It was sad day indeed when news reached us that the master of the slasher movie had shuffled

off this mortal coil. Wes Craven directed his first feature film, The Last House On The Left, in 1972

and it was immediately obvious that horror had a new virtuoso. In 1984 he made his

masterpiece, A Nightmare on Elm Street, featuring Freddy Kruger the razor-gloved anti-hero –

who preyed on his victims in their dreams, slashed his way into millions of horror fans' hearts,

and inspired a thousand tattoos. The Scream films have been Wes Craven's highest-grossing

releases, but for many hardcore fans his earlier works are still where it's really at. He was truly a

legend. R.I.P.

Tattooing has always had one foot in each camp when it comes to the whole good and evil thing.

For every angel being tattooed, there is probably a devil being slapped on down the road. Some

people take it a bit more seriously than others, but regardless of how you feel about the images

themselves, the artistry can be astonishing. ‘The Devil's Reign’ is a limited edition hardback book

that will be published to accompany the forthcoming exhibition at Florida’s HOWL

Gallery/Tattoo. It’s dedicated to various artistic interpretations of the Dark Lord himself and

quite frankly it’s pretty bloody awesome. Featuring the likes of Curt Baer, Timothy Hoyer and Tim

Lehi – and many others of a similar calibre – the project is curated by Peter H Gilmore, High

Priest of The Church of Satan, which is nice… I think. The book will released in December, to

coincide with the opening of the exhibition, and will be available for the princely sum of $60.00. If

you pre-order a copy you can even get it signed by Mr Gilmore. 

Head to www.howlgallery.com to purchase a copy. 

The exhibition runs from 5th December 2015 to 30th January 2016.

What do your tattoos say about you... or to

you? Take a look and have a laugh.

www.youtube.com/watch?v=Juvl_tS

N8gs

fi SOMETHING
PECULIAR...

Something Peculiar is the brainchild of Natalie

Jayne, aka Steampunk Seamstress. She

describes herself as a maker of all things

unique and a finder of curiosities, and we first

came across her at Tattoo Royale. Her

jewellery is always interesting and never

predictable. It's all about giving old bits and

bobs a new lease of life; every piece is hand-

made and no two are ever the same. Last year

Natalie opened a shop in her home town of

Keighley. If you want to find that thing you

never knew you wanted but now can't live

without, take a look at

www.facebook.com/somethingpeculiar
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fi BODY OF CHRIS

fi BLACK GLOVE
CLOTHING

fi NEW TOTAL TATTOO T-SHIRTS

The Black Glove Clothing range is designed by

tattooists with tattoo fans and collectors in

mind. Their aim is to provide “a site on which

artists’ designs can be printed on to a range of

merchandise and shared for enthusiasts to

purchase.” In other words, they believe in

keeping it real. The business was only set up a

few months ago, and so far there are just

three tattooists on board, but Black Glove

already have plans to collaborate with many

more artists to create “designs that the tattoo

community wants to see”. Keep an eye on

www.blackgloveclothing.com

To complement our feature on laser tattoo

removal this month, ProSkin are offering a

special discount to all Total Tattoo readers who

want to book a course of four sessions. Just

quote TOTAL 25 when you make your first

appointment, and you will receive a massive 25%

off. (Terms and conditions: You must book your

first session by 30th November 2015 and you

must quote the voucher code TOTAL 25 at the

time of making your appointment. The discount

is only valid when purchasing a course of four or

more sessions, and all sessions must be booked

within one year of the first session. An initial

consultation and patch test are required.)

Absolute frankness and honesty are often hard

to achieve in an autobiography, but they are the

overriding qualities of  Chris Cole’s 'The Body

of Chris: A Memoir of Obsession, Addiction,

and Madness '. As a conservative Christian

growing up in a traditional Southern family in

the USA, the fear of condemnation and ridicule

meant that Chris could only dream of getting

tattooed. But after enduring many hardships

(addiction, an eating disorder, and a bipolar

diagnosis) he used tattoos as a way of

honouring his past and reclaiming his body.

Chris’s tattoos, like those of many other

collectors, have tremendous significance to him

in his journey of healing. His sleeves were done

by his friend Phill Bartell of Rising Tide Tattoo

Emporium in Boulder, Colorado, and they tell

the story of his path to recovery. Look out for

our interview with Chris in next month's Total

Tattoo Magazine, where he talks about his

experiences and his need to go public with his

story – in this book and on his own skin. For

details of ‘The Body of Chris’, go to

www.inkshares.com/projects/the-

body-of-chris

fi SHIGE NEWS
It's a real treat to see something rather

different – yet still incredibly beautiful – by the

brilliant Shige. In the great man's own unique

words, “Finally completed this special body

suit. It was started about two years ago. He

had many tribal tattoos and scarification, but I

tried to be evolution, leaving his history.

Otsukaresama deshita!” *

* A huge amount of meaning is packed into

this two-word Japanese phrase. It expresses

thanks for a job well done, but is also an

acknowledgement of the effort, energy and

hard work that went into it. A gracious

acknowledgement by Shige of his client’s

commitment, passion and endurance - Ed. 

It’s been a while, but we thought it was time

to crank out a new Total Tattoo garment.

We've chosen a baseball-style shirt, and the

artists we've collaborated with have done an

outstanding job. The front of the shirt has

been designed by Duncan X, the back by Sam

Ricketts. They'll be on sale any day now, so

get ready, as they're going to go fast...

fi PROSKIN DISCOUNT OFFER
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If you are looking for beautifully simple, elegant, traditional
tattooing, you need look no further than the work of
Angelique Houtkamp. She has dedicated herself to acquiring a

true understanding of modern western tattoos. As a result, her
work is instantly recognisable amongst the tidal surge of a style
that has grown massively in popularity if not individuality. Not
only has Angelique become an accomplished artist on skin, her
watercolour painting has also received much critical acclaim.
Each artistic medium has helped the other, both underpinned by
the same foundations: a deep love of traditional tattooing and an
understanding of how to apply its principles to her unique and
beautiful designs.

I met up with Angelique at this year’s Brighton Tattoo Convention. We took a stroll
along the seafront to a bustling café, where we sat outside for coffee and a chat.
During the interview we were treated to micro-moments of everything the British
weather could possibly throw at us. Undaunted by the elements and fuelled by strong
black coffee, I was curious to find out where Angelique's love for art and tattooing had
come from. “It’s hard to say. As a child I was creative and I did draw a lot, but no
more than other kids. I have an uncle who had a big motorcycle. This was the late
1960s and he had a tattoo on his forearm of a snake and a dagger. It was a really
classic design and I loved it. He would always say to me ‘Don’t get tattoos when you
grow up. I regret it so much.’ Of course that only created a spark.” 
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Words: James Sandercock • Pictures: Angelique Houtkamp
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This was just one of many things that ping-
ponged around in Angelique’s mind. Like
many of us, her teenage years were a
mixture of part-time jobs and general
vagueness but eventually, when she was
around 19, tattooing found its way to the
front of the to-do queue. “I started to look
for an apprenticeship, and I produced some
drawings,” she tells me. At that point there
were only three tattoo shops in Amsterdam
(which is hard to picture now!) and, as
Angelique recalls, “You can imagine how
difficult it was to get into one of them. If
they didn’t need anybody or didn’t like
what you had drawn, that was it.” We are
talking the tattoo world of the 1990s,
which was extremely tough for a 19-year-
old girl to break into. “They would tell me
to do drawings and send me away. I’d
come back with my drawings and they
would look at them, then shout at me, and
I would go away again. Eventually I put
thoughts of tattooing to the back of my
mind because it was just a bit too rough for
me at that time. I felt like maybe I couldn’t
handle that environment.”

It took Angelique ten more years before
she was ready to have another go at
cracking the nut that is tattooing. “I did all
sorts of things over that ten year period. I
worked in pubs, I was a seamstress for a
while, a mixture of odd jobs. I was still
drawing on and off though.” During that
time, Angelique acquired a few friends
who were tattoo artists. “To be honest, that
also put me off a bit. I just thought these
people are so good at what they do and I
can’t even draw properly. I’m never going
to be able to do what they do, so let’s
forget about it.” 

So what changed? “I eventually realised
that it was now or never. I had a friend
who owed me quite a lot of money and I
was out of a job. He started working in a
tattoo shop, and I said ‘OK, if you can get
me an apprenticeship then you can forget
about the money you owe me,’ and he
made it happen.” Unfortunately, the job
was not all that Angelique had been hoping
for, but at least she was in.

After a year she jumped ship and went to work
at the legendary Tattoo Peter studio.
Established in 1955, Tattoo Peter is the oldest
tattoo shop in the Netherlands and one of the
homes of traditional tattooing. Here everything
started to change. “It was amazing. I loved it.
There were eight or nine tattooers working
there at that point, and different ones were
always coming and going. Artists of all
nationalities. Some were good with machines,
others were amazing at drawing. There was so
much to learn, plus the history of the shop
itself was inspiring. I was so comfortable
there; it was so different to the tough world I
had seen at 19.” This was the moment of
realisation for Angelique, the moment she fell
in love with tattooing and saw something
special, something that was for life. 
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In terms of her artistic direction, it was always Old School. The appeal was the
classic simplicity. “You have to keep things simple, and that is difficult. You
can bury a design in detail. That may make it look good but it’s not traditional.
To keep a design as simple as possible, with as few lines as possible, and still
keep that energy – that is tradition. Sometimes I put in more detail, heading
towards something that is more neo-traditional, and I have to pull myself back.
I think about the little comic strips that used to be in newspapers. They were
so simple yet the expressions on the faces were so clear and you just totally
got what it was about. It’s only a few lines but it worked. A lot of people don’t
understand how tricky that is. When I started in tattooing, there was a lot of
tribal, kanji, and general flash. I did that, and enjoyed it. Working in a street
shop and doing whatever came through the door was a lot of fun. But it was
nice to hone a style of my own on the side.”
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I wondered whether there was a breakthrough
point for Angelique, when she felt things really
started to come together. “A friend of mine,
Theo Jak, taught me how to paint with
watercolours. At that point it was not really the
thing to be doing. Everybody was just using
pencils; nobody was painting. But painting
really helped me develop. I enjoyed it so
much. The results were much nicer. I could see
the similarities to the old school guys like
Sailor Jerry who did the same, and that really
got me going.” 

Angelique stayed at Tattoo Peter for about six
years and then moved to Rob Admiraal’s
studio, where she worked for another six years.
All the time she was developing her painting
and eventually she was invited to exhibit her
work in a gallery in Australia which had
spotted her prints at a convention. The
exhibition went so well that she ended up
painting more than she was tattooing. But the
urge to tattoo was strong and Angelique
decided to open her own studio, called Salon
Serpent.
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So the pendulum of creativity swung back in favour of tattooing, but those
years spent concentrating on painting served to further refine an already
accomplished artist. “When I came back to tattooing I was able to create
better designs and it definitely changed my colour palette. If you’re
tattooing all the time, I’m not sure you have all that much time to develop
that. I also went through a period of not looking at any other tattoos. There
was no Internet back then, and I felt everybody was looking at tattoo
magazines and just doing what everyone else was doing. OK, everybody is
doing owls, so I’ll do owls. It felt like there was no fresh input, so I only
looked at other art forms – illustration, film, photography – to see if I
could get some new ideas. I studied a lot of illustrations from the 1920s to
the 40s; work that was around when old school tattooing was really being
developed. I figured a lot of the tattooers had done the same. I would see
an image and realise that Sailor Jerry or Percy Walters had done
something similar; they were looking at popular images of the day and
translating them into tattoos. I really liked that aspect.”

As we wound up our conversation, I asked Angelique if she saw herself as
a pioneer for women in tattooing. “I don’t know whether I have been a
role model for anybody, but I have had a lot of people ask me over the
years if it was difficult being a woman in the industry in the 1990s. I never
really found that to be the case. I never felt that people didn’t take me
seriously. It was a timing thing really. The time was right for me.”

To see more of Angelique’s tattoo work and her latest prints head to
www.salonserpent.com
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Honest Thomas used to be such an introvert that he’d
rather get drunk and tattoo himself than make a
professional appointment with a stranger. But his ethics

and commitment are as strong as his leather-working tools. We
caught up with this talented, straight-talking Yorkshireman and
his dog Judd (the bastard) for a conversation about creativity,
self-expression and quality custom-made products.

In our disposable world, true quality is rare –
but the attention to detail in Honest Thomas’
hand-made products is simply impossible to
miss. An item made by Honest Thomas has a
feeling of truth. Embedded within the long-
lasting materials and meticulous hand-stitching
are decades of doing things to the absolute best
of his ability. You can tell that being ‘honest’
isn’t just a name or a job for Tommy. It’s his
way of life. As he says, “Even simple jobs like
wiping your arse or washing your car should
be done the best you can.”

Tommy started his career as a mechanic in the
same garage as his dad, who was a huge
inspiration to his work ethic. “He instilled an
attitude to fix rather than replace,” Tommy
tells me. Working with different tools and
materials all day was an ideal job, but Tommy
soon felt that something was missing and
noticed himself getting bored. The job may
have fed his hunger for hands-on work but it
didn’t leave enough room for his creativity. 

While dabbling in restoration projects, Tommy
began making lanyard straps for knives out of
leather. He didn’t know it at the time, but this
was the project that would shape his future. He
soon started creating his own products –
custom handles for knives, leather knife
pouches, harness leather belts and buckles –
and developing his own designs. Each item
started life being quite basic, but Tommy
learned new techniques and took inspiration
from sources like Instagram. He wanted his
products to stand out. Before he knew it, his
company Honest Thomas was born.

Today, Honest Thomas offers a wide range
of hand-made products: belts, knives,
copper hooks, wallets, and other custom
items. The only thing his products have in
common is that each one is unique. They
are all made by hand, made with passion
and made to last. “I get such a buzz
transferring the ideas from my head to my
hands,” Tommy tells me. “I take my work
very seriously and get so involved in the
objects I make.”

Working as a self-employed trader, Tommy
is used to conducting his own research and
sourcing his own materials (always with
the goal of keeping everything as simple
and natural as possible). When he’s not
creating his own products he's renovating
things and being a ‘Jack of all trades’.
Admitting the addiction is the first step,
although it’s quite a handy problem to
have. Tommy says that being self-
employed suits him down to the ground; he
only has to answer to himself and, if the
weather is good, he can lock up for the day
and head to the woods with Judd (the
bastard). 

Refreshingly hard-working and humble,
Tommy has a lot of love for the people
who have helped him on his journey,
praising his better half Charlotte and his
family for their support. Now he says that
he couldn’t imagine himself doing
anything else, claiming that he’d probably
be a world famous bank robber or cowboy
if he hadn’t found his calling. He’s got the
leather look sorted but we’re yet to

discover his cattle-herding skills.

Words by Spadge and Pics by Rick Nunn 
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When it comes to future plans, Tommy
isn’t looking for an extravagant lifestyle.
He’d be happy living in a cabin in the
woods with Charlotte. He says, “I’ve seen

too many miserable old men round here or people who pull their tripe out to
earn and save, then go and kick the bucket early for no reason, almost
waiting to be happy.” In twenty years time he’d love to be doing the same
thing as he does today. He’s already living his dream.

We couldn’t help but notice that Tommy has adorned himself with tattoos and it turns out
that he got into the tattoo scene in a slightly unusual way. His first tattoo was done about
seven years ago. It was a casual, weekly thing. Every Thursday he would go and hang out
with his friends and get drunk, in close proximity to a home-made tattoo machine. “We’d
shut ourselves in a room, have eight cans, a curry, a valium and knock out some terrible
tattoos,” he recalls. That sounds like a lot of questionable experimenting, but it rings true
with his tattoo motto of ‘self-expression’. 

Self-expression is something Tommy feels
strongly about. When asking him about his
tattoos he says, “At the end of the day, they’re
mine and you can shove your opinion of them
right up there. I’m not forcing my opinion of
your topknot and vest combo down your throat,
am I?” This wasn’t directed at me by the way (I
don't have a topknot), but his point is legit –
everyone should be able to express themselves
in whatever way they want.

It was a few months later that Tommy got a
tattoo by a professional, Andrew Mirfin, who
has since taken on the majority of his tattoo
work. There are a few exceptions from Joe Ellis
and Lou Pimble, plus a recent addition from
Christopher Kenyon of True Til Death in
Accrington. Chris has the new challenge of
decoding Tommy’s Country and Western
fantasies for his ongoing front-piece. 

When it comes to tattoo style, Tommy favours the traditional look. “I prefer tattoos
that look like tattoos, not works of art. Simple, almost sticker-like designs and more

illustrative ones, like etchings found in old books. But I do
also appreciate other styles, even if just for the skill alone. I
guess I just like good things done right. If the tattoo is done
well, then I like it. If it’s not, stop it and go have a word with
ya sen.”

Tommy highly recommends the guys at True Til Death
Tattoo, as well as the “top blokes” at extraordinary interiors
shop The Weird & Wonderful on the ground floor below
them, and the adjoining North West Barber Co (who stock
Honest Thomas products). “They’re all proper chaps with the

right attitude,” he says. Tommy would like to thank his “main perv” Rick Nunn for
his awesome photos and time, and myself for decoding his (actually very interesting)
babble. Thanks Tommy, we had a great time.

Tommy's online store is at www.honestthomas.bigcartel.com
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The Cardiff Tattoo & Toy Convention celebrated its third
birthday this year. This unique event is the brainchild of the
irrepressible, Star Wars obsessed tattooist Chris Jones and,
judging by the numbers through the doors, it would seem he is
not alone in his infatuation with Mr Lucas’s film creations.

It must be a generational thing. Go back ten years or so and Star Wars tattoos were nowhere
to be seen. Along with the rise of the colour portrait artist, the Storm Troopers, Darth Vaders
and Boba Fetts have become commonplace on the skin of the films’ devotees. And it was
only a matter of time before someone turned that passion into a tattoo convention – and it
works. The show doesn’t only celebrate the Star Wars films, of course. It encompasses
everything sci-fi, but George Lucas’s long-running franchise is without doubt the punters’
favourite. So, if Star Wars tattoos, films, toys, collectables and costumes are your thing, the

CARDIFF
TATTOO AND TOY CONVENTION

1.

2.

3. 4.

1. the empire striking back

2. by simon cooke, the ink spot

3. by max pniewski, 

southmead tattoo studio

4. by jordan croke, 

second skin tattoo

5. by isobel stevenson, 

skinnys ink

Report & photos by James Sandercock



Cardiff Tattoo & Toy Convention is the place to be. 
Along for the ride this year Mr Jones brought some
of his friends from Area 51 Tattoo in Oregon,
USA, as featured in the TV show ‘Epic Ink’, and
very nice they were too. A quick flick through the
list of other artists at the convention, and you can
tell it’s put on by someone who has served his time
in tattooing and earned the respect of his peers. A
few faces from last year were missing but the
majority of artists working the show were
established names in tattooing. When you put your
own name behind an event as Chris Jones does
with this one, you need to have top-notch artists on
your roster. With the likes of Alex Rattray, Odd
Boy, Jordan Croke, Sam Ford and Ben Hamill (to
name but a few), anyone paying the price on the
door was going to see some great work being done.

This year’s Tattoo & Toy was once again held over
three floors in Cardiff’s Marriott Hotel, although
the ground floor was where most of the action took
place. Aside from the tattooists, some special
guests from galaxies far, far away were on hand for
the weekend, and added a certain humour wherever
they popped up around the show. After all, there is
something irresistible about Darth Vader and a few
members of his Evil Empire perusing the artists’
portfolios. You just couldn’t help get into the spirit
of the event!

This show is moving venues next year and in 2016
will be at the huge Cardiff Motor Point Arena. This
means all the artists, vendors and performers will be
on the same level in one enormous space. That will
be the coming of age for this splendid show, which
still has so much more potential. See you there!

5. 6. 7.

8.

6. by rob richardson, 

immortal art

7. exterminate!

8. paul vander johnson, triplesix

9. ben hamill, death row tattoo

10. reptilia art project
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11. 12. 13.

14. 15.

16. 17.



22.

11. by chris 51, area 51 (usa)

12. by alex rattray, 

red hot and blue

13. artwork by sam ford, 

silver needles

14. by rob richardson,

immortal art

15. one of the judges?

16. by chris hallam, 

blood and honey

17 & 18. by piotr cwiek, 

southmead tattoo

19. by podge, podge’s tattoo

20. by hollie may, the old 

smithy tattoo parlour

21. by chantale coady, 

picture house tattoo

22. by dan stone, electric buddha

23. by sam ford, silver needles

18. 19.

20.

21.

23.
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24. by dave tevenal (usa)

25. by hanan qattan, infinite ink

26. by piotr cwiek, 

southmead tattoo

27. by bex fisher, 

candour custom tattoo

28. by danny taylor, 

inkwell tattoo studio

29. by danny brown, 

purple rose tattoo parlour

30. by danny birch, heart for art

24. 25.

26. 27.

28.

29.

30.
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C
ally Jo, who appears on this month’s

cover, is a phenomenon. She exploded

on to the tattoo scene a couple of years

ago and very swiftly became an internationally recognised

artist, moving to New York, tattooing celebrities, judging at

major tattoo shows. Yet, through all this whirlwind of hype

and media attention, she has remained incredibly humble

and grounded – if a little exhausted. I grabbed a quick chat

with her during her recent guest spot at Lal Hardy’s New

Wave Tattoo in London.

I started by asking Cally Jo about her early years and the influence that art has had on her

life. “I was always rebellious through my teenage years. I had a lot of crappy jobs where I

was told to cover my tattoos and take out my piercings. I just wanted a job that allowed me

to be creative and in control of my own destiny, and tattooing could give me that. I was

lucky that I had the artistic flair and could draw, but transferring that to skin was not as

easy as I had originally thought. All through my apprenticeship I would draw constantly and

watch how others drew. The artistic standards are so high in tattooing today, you need to

be more than just a practitioner if you want to remain busy.”

Words by Perry • Pictures by Cally Jo
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These are exciting times for Cally Jo

and she is enjoying the process of

developing as an artist. She freely

admits there is a long way to go but

she relishes the challenge with every

tattoo she does. “Like many tattooists,

I am never fully satisfied with my

work. I look back on finished pieces to

analyse them, to see how I could

improve them. I feel most comfortable

with black and grey work but my aim

is to be versatile and proficient in all

styles. With so many shops and so

much competition for customers, it’s

important to be able to satisfy all your

clients’ needs. If you develop your own

style, it helps your work stand out and

have real personality, but I think it

needs to come naturally and not be

contrived.”

Cally Jo was recently granted a visa

allowing her to work in America until

2017. I was curious to know what

instigated that move. “I had visited

America before and always wanted to

move there. I originally wanted to go

to California as I was invited by the

producer of a TV company, but the

process took so long that I had more

or less given up. Then, whilst I was at

the London Convention, I got a call

from my lawyer saying I had got my

visa. I work at Grit N Glory in New

York with Megan Massacre. She does a

lot of colour whereas I focus on black

and grey, so we complement each

other really well. We also have loads of

guest artists who bring a lot of energy

to the shop. It’s been a great move for

me, both artistically and emotionally.

Looking back I can see how all those

crappy jobs early on have helped me

deal with the diversity of people’s

characters. A tattooist really needs to

be a bit of a social chameleon.”
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Working in the States has helped satisfy Cally

Jo’s love of travel and has also highlighted

some of the differences between tattooing in

America and the UK. “Socially, I find Americans

much friendlier and more open,” she explains.

“English people are much more reserved and

keep themselves to themselves. In the US

people are more likely to say hello to you in

the street. I love travelling and intend to do as

many conventions as I can over the next

couple of years, in as many interesting places

as possible, because… why not? It’s great for

business and you have to grab every

opportunity that comes along.”

When it comes to her tattooing technique,

Cally Jo has always tried to stay as close to

her drawing style as possible. “It’s obviously so

much easier using a pencil, but my tattoos are

quite dark and I use a lot of contrast to

ensure they last. I love talking with other

artists, and experimenting with the inks and

equipment used by people I admire. There is a

lot of variation between different

manufacturers’ products. At the moment I

only use Formula 23 inks from BJ Betts. I find

the black is really black. I genuinely love that

ink.”

We turned to the subject of strengths and

weaknesses, and Cally Jo was refreshingly

honest. She admitted that her colour work

needs strengthening, but her passion for black

and grey remains a priority. “I watch Megan

and other artists who work in colour.

Technically I could pick it up fairly easily but I

have a greater interest in perfecting what I am

doing at the moment. There are already so

many fantastic artists working with colour.

There is so much to learn within tattooing

that I just don’t know when I’ll find time to

practice it all! I would also love to focus on

some script work, but again, I have such a long

way to go.”
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In the UK we sometimes have a tendency to knock people who become successful and dismiss

achievements by saying ‘She’s only made it because she’s beautiful.’ I wondered how Cally Jo

responds to this kind of comment. “My work first became popular on Instagram but initially I

didn’t post a single picture of myself for that very reason. However, at the end of the day, I do

want people to recognise me. Now I’m really not bothered by what people say. If people don’t

like my work, that’s fine. Art is a personal preference.

“I have only been tattooing for the last two or three years and it’s been a bit of a whirlwind. The

attention has been overwhelming at times, but it’s great too. I am very excited by the

opportunities that are coming my way, and I feel lucky that people find me and want work from

me. I have not actively gone out to attract the attention but I’m not going to turn down

opportunities for fear of what other people may think! I’m lucky to have been approached by

Marshall Amps, Diesel, HTC Phones. It’s good to branch out, away from tattooing. The important

thing for me is that big companies are recognising tattooists as artists.”



Cally Jo famously tattooed pop star Rhianna,

but she is reluctant to be known as a ‘celebrity

tattooist’ as the vast majority of her clients

are not famous. She explains how this

collaboration came about: “Rhianna started

following me on Instagram a few years back. I

was working at a friend’s shop in New York

and he’d tattooed her before. She wanted

some work doing so I just flew out and did

the tattoo. She is just like any other human

and if she wants a tattoo, she should be able

to get one. Obviously tattooing someone like

her is good for exposure but I genuinely love

meeting all my clients from all walks of life.”

Talking of Instagram, Cally Jo was one of the

first tattooists to embrace the app’s power,

even when it was in its infancy. I asked her

how much of her success she attributes to it.

“At the time I was drawing on old envelopes

and putting up pictures on Instagram. People

seemed to enjoy them and I gained quite a

following, before others really got into it. Now

I think it has helped a lot of tattooists.” As

well as a strong online presence, Cally Jo feels

it’s important to be out in the real world too.

“I am eager to learn so I talk to lots of people

and I visit lots of shops. Just being out there

helps to broaden your mind and make

connections with people who then go on to

inspire you.
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“I remember when I had only been tattooing for a few months, sitting

at a table with Jeff Gogue and Jason Butcher and feeling really nervous

and a little intimidated. It still happens, just not as often. Having reaped

the benefits of social media, I am also aware that every tattoo that I

do is my walking billboard; each and every one is a business card for

me and so has to be done to the best of my ability. This obviously

creates its own pressure. I never drink and I try to sleep well so I can

be prepared and stay focussed. If I create a bad tattoo, I know it will

turn up on the internet at some point.”

One of Cally Jo’s greatest influences has been tattoo legend Lal

Hardy. He approached her to be in one of his books a few years ago

and he’s been like a father figure to her ever since. Tim Hendricks has

also supported her, and was one of the first people to buy a piece of

her artwork right at the start of her career. Cally Jo is humbled and

grateful for having such illustrious supporters. She is a refreshingly

open and honest person and is very aware of the amazing

opportunities that she had been presented with. She has been brave

enough to grab those opportunities and run with them, as far as they

will take her. Without doubt, there is a lot more to come from this

talented young woman.

www.facebook.com/callyjoart

https://instagram.com/callyjoart
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The Portsmouth Tattoo Convention is rumoured to be the longest running show in the UK. I’m not

sure if this is true, but it has certainly been going a very long time. Over its lifetime, it has moved

venue a couple of times and has had a change of leadership, but it now finds itself happily settled at

the majestic Civic Hall in the heart of the city, with long-time tattooist Steve Willett and wife Shirley

at the helm.

About 80 artists turned out to support the show, many from local studios, and with a healthy

splattering of international artists to give the show an exotic flavour. Unfortunately I wasn’t able to

be there on the Saturday, but I arrived early on Sunday to find the show already buzzing by 11am. I

did my usual quick scout around to see who was there and was pleased to see many familiar faces;

Big Pete, the guys from Tattoo Sanctuary, Zooz Tattooz, Ladislav Hacel from Alone in the Dark Ink,

and Portsmouth Ink to name but a few.

Stall holders and traders were set up in a separate room, away from the tattooists, with Global

Tattoo Supplies in their customary corner in the bar area. The main hall was the place to find the

tattoo artists and was definitely the busiest room of the show. Although there wasn’t a massive

public presence, every single artist was busy all day. The entry price was reasonable and there was a

schedule of entertainment throughout the day on the huge, purpose-built stage, including the Miss

Tattooed Portsmouth pin-up.

Many ‘old time’ tattooists work at this show and it’s always good to spend a little time catching up

with them and hearing their stories. There was also lots of young talent at this event, so it really

does have something for everyone in the ink department. 

Competitions play a big part of Sunday at the Portsmouth show and this year was no exception.

Collectors turned out in their droves to present their tattoos to the judges for close examination.

There certainly were some very fine examples. Lalo Pena of Coast 2 Coast Tattoo, who came all the

Report & photos by Perry

PORTSMOUTH
INTERNATIONAL TATTOO CONVENTION

2.

1.

3. 4.
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5.

9.

10.

11. 12.

6.

8.

7.

1. bloody bones sideshow

2. by casper, 

portsmouth ink

3. raffle prize by 

steve willett

4. by joss wilders, 

my last one

5. art by gary cool

6. by farrell, 

kilburn original

7. by angel, 

portsmouth ink

8. by scott, zooz tattoos

9. by caz, portsmouth ink

10. by ash harris, 

unique tattoos

11. by amber, 

tattoo sanctuary

12. by fred, needle and fred
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way from California, carried home the

trophy for Small Black and Grey. Fred

Hedger from Needle and Fred took home

the awards for both the Large Colour and

Best in Show, for his brightly coloured

Japanese leg on Ash Wheeler. Diyan

Ivanov of the Tattoo Sanctuary will be

dusting the Large Black and Grey trophy,

and Joe Farrell from Kilburn Original will

be displaying his award for Small Colour.

Ladislav Hacel scooped both Best Portrait

and Best of Day for Saturday. All in all,

some very fine examples of great

tattooing. I must just mention the

trophies themselves: this year the

organiser Steve had created hand-painted

and kiln-fired plates, with tattoo-inspired

designs in the famous Dutch Delft blue

and white style. They were highly original

and very beautiful.

As has become customary, when the

competitions finished it was time to head

on home. On reflection, this show fits

firmly into the old school vibe: a bit of

entertainment, a lot of local support and a

good mix of artists, all busy and happy to

cater to the needs of the customer. It

would be fair to say that none of the

traders I spoke with will be holidaying in

the Tropics on their takings from this

show, but sometimes it’s not all about the

money. Next year the convention moves

to the last weekend in July. Hope to see

you there!

13. 14.

15. 16. 17.
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18. 19. 20.

21.

22. 23.

13. by diyan, tattoo sanctuary

14. by victor dimitrov, 

tattoo sanctuary

15. by tom, ginger tom’s

16. by dave farley, family ink

17. by jay, portsmouth ink

18 & 19. ladislav, 

alone in the dark ink

20. by chris bennett, 

island tattoo centre

21. ash, steve willett & fred hedger

22 & 23. by lalo pena, 

coast 2 coast ink shop (usa)
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Intro by Perry. Words by Xed Le Head.
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Xed Le Head is an awe-inspiring artist.
A true original. He pioneered the
geometric dotwork style that is now

ubiquitous in contemporary tattooing, and
over the years he’s created an astounding
portfolio of astonishing tattoos. Every time
we thought he'd taken his art to the limit,
he would produce an even more mind-
blowing piece of work. In last month's Total
Tattoo, Xed wrote movingly about the loss
of his parents and the impact this had on
his artistic development and creativity. This
month, in his own unique style, he reflects
on the immense personal significance of
what he's been through and describes the
catastrophic medical condition that recently
threatened his life.  

Breakdown. Sitting on the beach one day in the aftermath of
my inability to return to my beloved tattooing, two months
after my father's death, I was considering this word
'breakdown'. When we finish a tattoo, we use the word
'breakdown' in a very positive way. It means to clear and
clean the area – to throw out that which is old, used, dirty
and to be disposed of – and re-prepare the area for the next
ceremony of Tattooing. With this thought, looking at the word
'breakdown' in a positive light, I had a revelation. I was trying
to make sense of what was happening to me at this unstable
time and I thought 'I'm in the middle of a breakdown. Or the
beginning. But most certainly not near the end.' Until that
moment I had always looked upon the 'breaking down of a
person' as a slightly negative or weak thing. Not something
that could happen to somebody as self-controlled, directed
and pompous as myself.

I concluded that to be in a breakdown was not only
acceptable but necessary if one wishes to rebuild oneself after
the damage done from running full-steam ahead into a
metaphorical brick wall, exploding on impact, emotions,
thoughts, beliefs, ideas, everything that made me me, having
vapourised. 'To find your self, you have to lose it first.' The
realisation that I was not an invincible disciple of The Tattoo
God had fully opened itself to me and I began to understand
that I was a fragile, damaged shell of something I thought I
once may have been, which I now knew was complete
bollocks anyway.
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Oh! the Sweetness of Delusion...
Oh! the Irony of Duality...

Unable to really look into the future and with enough money in the bank to
cover bills for 18 months (thanks dad, I did finally take your advice and
take time out to find out about myself), no children to support and no one to
care for because my parents were both dead, I was able to indulge in my
disintegration to the fullest. I believe indulgence is what it was. A controlled
free-fall. I was not losing the plot and in need of sectioning. I was in a safe
zone where I could fall apart, analyse the pieces, wallow in emotion and
feel the pain and sadness completely. My sense of isolation from the world I
once knew, once loved, I amplified by making myself impossible to
contact... There was no prejudice. I ignored everyone equally. Some friends
and acquaintances took this quite personally, thinking they where somehow
more special than others and that I should make special time for them
during this period of total meltdown. Sorry. This was my time. The phone
stayed on silent in a drawer in my desk. I didn't give a fuck about anything
going on in the outside world. I was looking inside.

We spent more time on the beach than we did in the home. It's easy when
the beach is across the road. I began seeing with new eyes the differences
of the waves of the ocean and looking at the different pebbles that the
beaches are made of. Simple things, pieces of driftwood, pebbles with
crystal caves in them, these became treasures more valuable to me than the
rare trinkets and baubles I had collected throughout my life... and they were
all across the road on our beach. They only needed time and a developing
keen eye to find them...

But the heavy feelings were getting heavier. I
missed my dad very much, more than I had
imagined I would. But he was now at peace
from his years of suffering. I missed tattooing
and being so busy chasing my tail trying to
please everyone, but I could not return to work
until the fire re-ignited. I have been like that
from the beginning. Tattooing was always such
a buzz and if I was having a bad hair day, I
would cancel appointments as I feel very
strongly that I must tattoo with a bouncy
positivity, not with a bleak outlook and wishing I
was somewhere else. For fuck's sake, this ink
and my intention will walk with them the rest of
their days... So I stayed away from London and
the studio, and every now and then the spark
would be there for a day and I would tattoo
Wiggy (my partner) and enjoy the session, but it
would last only a few hours and then be gone.
Again that empty feeling which was now my
almost constant companion...
I spent my time between the beach across the
road and exploring my discoveries within
Photoshop. Having reached a brick wall in the
new colourful explorations that the last 8 months
of relative horror had produced, I quite
deliberately decided to start from the beginning
with a new project. I took the outline of a single
red cube on a black background, a starting
point with a most basic platonic solid and no
shading. I doubled it, quadrupled it, changing
colours as I went, multiplying, layering, running
filter after filter and racing through
transformations. Exploring the parameters of
any new filters that I found, saving image after
image in a labyrinth of folders, going back,
taking something from weeks or months before,
layering it against itself or other images,
zooming in, enlarging, starting again with that
small piece... What I really like with Photoshop
and why I have refused to learn Illustrator is the
discrepancies, the drag lines and imperfections

Ever since my house burnt down,
I see the moon more clearly.
I gazed upon all the Edens that have fallen in
me.
I saw Edens that I had held in my hands,
but let go.
I saw promises I did not keep.
Pains I did not soothe.
Wounds I did not heal.
Tears I did not shed.
I saw deaths I did not mourn.
Prayers I did not answer.
Doors I did not open.
Doors I did not close.
Lovers I left behind.
And dreams I did not live.
I saw all that was offered to me,
that I could not accept.
I saw all that could have been,
but never will be.......................

(from 'Ashes And Snow' by Gregory Colbert)



one finds doing geometry using Photoshop. It's
those very imperfections that I attempt to
magnify, to bring out and explore their beauty.

A new world was forming before my very eyes,
geometry-based, psychedelic and outrageously
colourful. I am still working within this project
that I see now as infinite in its permutations and
as I explored these new dimensions, so my
thought processes were deepening, changing,
challenging me. My mind continually scanned
the past looking for where I went wrong,
looking for anywhere I might have gone right...

Sorrow, guilt and sadness sat on my shoulders
like gargoyles watching everything I did. I knew
they where there, I just had no idea how to ask
them to leave. I worked tirelessly at two things –
collecting pebbles from the beach with Wiggy
and exploring these wonderful new psychedelic
realms in the computer. The apartment began to
fill with pebbles from the beach to ridiculous
proportions. Our friend Monty was seriously
concerned that our floors may collapse into the
flat underneath from the weight of them all. 

There were fucking pebbles everywhere, piles of
the bastards, separated into categories of
likeness and stored in glass vases, piles and
piles of them all around the floors of the

I walked a mile with Pleasure;
She chattered all the way.
But left me none the wiser
For all She had to say.
I walked a mile with Sorrow
And ne'er a word said She;
But oh, the things
I learned from her
When Sorrow
walked with me... 

(by Robert Browning)

apartment. And the chaos in my laptop was very similar. Files within files
within files of bright, colourful psychedelia, most of it unfinished and
awaiting more attention.

I rarely smiled and when I did my smiles where not complete, and when I
laughed I knew there was a certain falseness to it. I had no idea what to do
other than that which I was doing. I was looking at my digital art as mirrors,
remembering an old expression that said all art is self-portraiture. The only
way I knew I was moving in some kind of direction was that the mirrors I
was creating were evolving very fast.

I guess all in all, from the beginning of my meltdown to wanting to tattoo
again and feeling ready to face the world and be in the studio again was
about eleven months. What a dark period that was, but at the same time,
more peaceful than I had ever known. Not that the heaviness and the
darkness had left me yet, it was just that I now felt the old spark had re-
ignited and I was itching to tattoo.

But as I was now going to be upstairs in the studio (and not wanting to work
in the basement anymore), I had to decorate the area where the previous
tattooist had been working, to make it mine. For the next six weeks I spent
three or four days a week at the studio decorating the ceiling and the
cupboards and the walls of my new space with my psychedelic prints cut up
and randomised. Any of you who have seen what I did before getting ill,
know that I put my heart and soul into revitalising my new work area. And I
was back... ready to rock and roll.

For a moment...
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Then on 3rd March this year, just six
weeks later, I woke up with my hands
fizzing like some kind of electrical charge
that was unpleasant and unlike any pins
and needles I had experienced before.
Over the next week this dirty electrical
activity had spread up my forearms, was
getting really heavy in my hands, and my
legs were beginning to feel weak. My
neck began to ache and for the next
couple of weeks I hoped that it was just
one of those things that would pass. Out
walking the dog on my own, I tripped
and fell down a flight of twelve concrete
steps, landing finally at the bottom on my
head and shoulder. I went to A&E where
a CT scan showed my neck to be all in
good working order and it was
suggested that these symptoms I was
experiencing were a neurological
malfunction and that I should be referred
to a neurologist.

Unfortunately, my symptoms - that were
rapidly worsening – were not fitting any
set pattern and my GP remained baffled
whilst trying to speed up the referral to
the neurologist and an MRI scan. The first
MRI revealed nothing. The problem
would later reveal itself as calcified
spikes inside the disc growing inwards
and strangulating my spinal cord.
Literally, each day, Wiggy could see me
getting weaker and suffering more pain
and losing more and more of my
faculties. Three and a half months on
from 3rd March I began to slip into a
quadriplegic state and still no diagnosis
of what was actually happening to me.

I was taken into hospital, because despite
Wig's devotion to me, looking after me at
home was no longer an option. After a
week in the Acute Assessment Unit in
Hastings hospital, another MRI scan
finally revealed that the problem was a
prolapsing disc in the top of my neck.
The same one with the as yet
undiscovered nasty spikes inside. Three
hours later, Wigs and I were in an
ambulance on our way to the newly-
opened neurological unit at Brighton
hospital. I was not very aware of what
was going on due to the amount of
painkillers and I have no recollection of
the week before surgery.

Most of us have at some point in our lives
had a horror trip and this was my time.
After surgery I found out the hard way
that I don't get on with morphine and it
causes me disturbing hallucinations and
dreams. The removal of this drug after a
few days was when the reality of my
situation hit me. The surgeons told me
that I could expect to be wheelchair-
bound for two to three years and upon

enquiring about my now apparently
dead right arm, I was told that only
time will reveal how much nerve
damage it had incurred. What a cruel
twist of fate, just six weeks after my two
years away from tattooing, I had been
thrown to the dogs by the Gods. Facing
the very real possibility that I would not
be able to tattoo again was a reality
check, to say the least.

But the weirdest thing of all was that for
two years I had been in the darkest
hour, having all the luxuries life could
offer surrounding me. And now, here I
was, unable to move or do anything for
myself, double incontinent and having
no idea what kind of immediate future I
was looking at, let alone the long term
prospects. And here I was feeling a joy
at being alive. It was very strange to be

in the worst place, a place I saw my
father in for several years before his
death, and at the same time feeling
lucky to still be here. I watched the
devoted nurses giving so much love
and care to the new arrivals each
day, all of whom had undergone
spinal surgery. My dearest Wigs was
by my side from the first minute of
admission to hospital, sharing my
pains, caring for me endlessly, my
own private nurse as the ward sisters
gave her full permission to tend to all
my needs, except drug administration,
injections and the ridiculous amounts
of blood they always seem to need.
Watching and feeling so much love
and care surrounding me, I cried very
often, tears not of sorrow, but of joy. I
was experiencing states of grace.
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During the times when I was not surrounded by visitors, I
would lay in my bed, pushing my extremely restricted physical
limits, trying to wake my nervous system, muscles, tendons
and visualising rewiring neural pathways. I knew I had a hard
road ahead of me but I promised myself and Wigs that there
was no way I was doing three fucking years in a wheelchair! I
will show the fuckers what pure vegan high-nutrition positive
thinking and a true grit determination will achieve.

Today, this day of writing, 7th September, I am nine weeks
since surgery and this morning, with my loving Wigs and
trusted zimmer frame, I managed to cross the road and very,
very slowly, make it to the hand rails along the promenade
and sit on a bench in the sunshine for the first time in so long.
Being able to manage this cannot be called walking, more like
assisted, upright shuffling. I'm still in constant pain, but it is
slowly decreasing by the weeks. I experience uncomfortable
spasms in my limbs very regularly each day, my ankles and
feet are constantly swollen and my right arm is very slow to
be waking up. The muscle wastage and tendon shrinking I
have suffered is shocking to me. How fucking quickly the
body begins to atrophy when not used. For sure I get
frustrated at times but I generally seem to be buzzing on the
experience of being given a second chance at life. In the last
couple of weeks before surgery, I seriously thought I was
dying of some mysterious illness. It's so true that you don't
know what you had until you've lost it. Experiencing
quadriplegia was so fucking scary!

I have no doubts that I will not only make a full recovery but I
will take it further, determined to take up running and return
to how fit I was when I turned 40. I am 48 now. I see
improvements by the week and I work harder with my
exercises, spurred on by seeing the results of my labours.
Ultimately, it is I and only I that can get my vehicle back in
shape and then take myself to new levels of health and fitness.
I have been lucky in this life (touch wood) and until now have
never had any serious illness or accidents, nothing to show me
fully the fragility of life, how seriously everything can change
in the blink of an eye. Over the last two weeks I have been
able to move my clumsy hands enough to be creating again in
Photoshop, albeit very slowly. This new body of work I have
begun, if I use my creations as mirrors for self-portraiture, are
so full of life and vitality and my mind is teeming with ideas
like never before. I see an exciting path ahead of me and the
knowledge that I must work hard to regain my lost skills is
turbo-charging me like I never expected.

Time reveals all. Time tells no lies.

I think that's enough about me me me for now.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank each and every
person who has helped me in whatever way they have. Our
gratitude overflows and the support that so many people have
given me has reduced me to tears too many times to count. 

You have all helped more than anyone can ever know in
building not only my self esteem but also my faith in humanity
again. Because for sure, I had well and truly lost that during
my two and a half year journey through a very dark tunnel.

Peace and Love to you all. Always and Forever.

Xed says Anyone interested in buying one of my prints -
each a limited edition of one, never to be repeated! - 
check out my new site www.xedlehead.me
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GALLERY
chris sutton, flaming art tattoo

dek kent, electric kicks tattoo

christos serafeim,
nico tattoo crew nipper, bridgend tattoo patryk, physical graffiti
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emanuella martinez, shady ladys kandi shop

liam casey, timeless tattoo nigel palmer, axios tattoo



mike boyd, the circle

ivana, ivana tattoo art

aaron bell, slave to the needle (usa) 

dap, skingdom (italy)
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ladislav hacel, alone in the dark ink pete oz, tanuki tattoo

adam walker, lifetime tattoomarie, folklore tattoo
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alex rattray, 

red hot and blue

matteo ceccarini, extreme needle

paul talbot, modern electric tattoo
kay eliza, 
human canvas tattoo

will thomson, ink lounge
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neil dransfield, oddfellows tattoo collective

matt stevens, silverhand
nik brierley, 
art house tattoo

charissa gregson,
jolie rouge

jim grey, bath street tattoo collective



marie, folklore tattoo

mike phillips

ade, axios tattoo
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yarda, deepink art gallery

kayleigh warrington, 
immortal ink

zele, zagreb tattoo (croatia)

zele, zagreb tattoo (croatia)

ross daly, holy cow tattoo

danielle kelly
tooth and claw

gina k, forever wear

joe riley, club tattoo (usa)
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I was lured to the Kustom Kulture Forever event in Germany by the
promise of a fun-filled weekend full of super-cool cars, amazing
custom motorcycles and a small, elite group of world-class
tattooists. I have to admit it was not in my plans at the beginning
of the year, but the w  eather looked good and, quite frankly, I
fancied the ride.

The show started on Friday afternoon, allowing me plenty of time for a
leisurely amble through five countries to get there. Naturally I got the timing
slightly wrong and arrived the day before. So I waited. Slowly but steadily
the show was set up around me. It's held in a disused coal mine just north of
Essen, and the buildings are all derelict apart from one that has been
renovated to create a slightly shabby chic nightclub; this was to be the venue
for the tattoo part of the event.

Andreus Coenen from The Sinner and the Saint Tattoo in Aachen organises
this section of Kustom Kulture Forever. His connections and credibility were
evident in the line-up, with each artist personally chosen and invited by him.
There were just 24 tattooists but what an amazing roster! Scott Sylvia and Jeff
Rassier from Black Heart in California, Theo Mindell from Spider Murphys,
Danny Boy Sawyer from Holland, Hori Hiro from Japan, Ben Grillo from
American Tattoo, Sascha Sevic, Bryan Burk...  I won’t reel off the whole list
but I'm sure you get the idea.

Most of the artists didn’t take bookings before the show so the field was open
to grab some quality ink. And boy, did people grab it! The artists had all
came to work, and work they did, many for 14 hours solid, from the moment
the doors opened until midnight and beyond. There was no time to eat or
even have a drink at the bar. No job was too big or too small. If you wanted
a family name… you got it. A tiger’s head… fine. Cobweb on your elbow…
no problem. With artists of this calibre, there just isn’t any ego. Just fantastic,
solid tattooing. Nothing pre-prepared. Drawn straight on. All done on the
day, which is testament to the talent on show. 

Report & photos by Perry



danny boy sawyer (holland)

sascha sevic, 
dragon tattoo (holland)

ben grillo, 
american tattoo (usa)
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Outside, the sun shone down on one of the hottest weekends of the year.
The show was divided up into different areas: starting with the camping
field, you then moved into the show proper and came to the art tent,
housing numerous pin-stripers and low brow artists; then onwards, through
one of many small groups of traders, and you arrived at the central car
area. This was crammed with all manner of fantastic hot rods, American
saloons, rust trucks and customs cars, sporting paint jobs from the super
glitzy all the way through to rusty rats and back again. Car clubs came
from all over Europe to support the show; there was grinders, drifters,
draggers and even some fisters!

The motorcycle area was near one of the colliery towers, and many bikers
chose to sleep next to their machines under the tower. (Being proper
hardcore, I had a tent.) Most of the choppers were Harley-based, and
many were styled in the southern Californian skinny style.

Other attractions included a skateboard half pipe, custom pushbikes, a
travelling freak show, a wall of death and bumper cars, which proved very
popular. A large marquee was erected for rock-a-billy bands to play, with
a separate tent set up for a more rock and punk audience. Good food was
available, with plenty of variety and reasonable prices. Beer was supplied
via a token purchasing system.

In all honesty there was so much to see and do, my brain was overloaded.
The event runs in earnest for the full day on Saturday and is finished by
Sunday morning, with many nursing sore heads ready for the long journey
home. I can safely say it was one of the best weekends I have had in
years. If you have ever thought about attending this show but were unsure,
take my advice: don’t let this one pass you by.

beau brady
invisible (usa)

on point 
(switzerland)
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scott sylvia, 
black heart tattoo (usa)

sebastiaan, 
king of kings (holland)

paul dobleman,
spider murphy’s (usa)
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PORTFOLIO
ALEX TALL BOY
WILLIAMSON
APOSTLE TATTOO
STUDIO

Showcasing the art and tattoos of some of the best tattooists working today.
If you would like us to consider your work, please send examples to:
Portfolio, Total Tattoo Magazine, 111 Furze Road, Norwich NR7 0AU, UK
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YUN
YUN TATTOO
(TAIWAN)
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I have to confess that Blackpool has never been very high on my travel
wish list but, equally, it has always held a slightly uncomfortable
fascination for me. Half of me wants to embrace it; the other half wants
to turn on my heels and run in the opposite direction. I have this love-
hate relationship with all developed seaside resorts. The kiss-me-quick
culture stopped appealing to me around the time I started to sprout
hair in unmentionable places, but I never quite managed to exorcise it
completely. 

When Tatcon in Blackpool appeared on the convention calendar in 2014, a trip to the ultimate
‘Oh, I do like to be beside the seaside’ resort started to blip on my radar. The first show only
had around 50 artists and didn’t really warrant the long drive to have a snoop around.
However, this year saw the show triple in size and, after some very charming communication
from organiser Shamack from Blackpool’s Dragon’s Den Tattoo Studio, the decision was
made to head north to Lancashire in search of an illuminating experience.

Fast forward to the weekend of 15th August and, after a four and a half hour drive and far too
many Haribos, I arrive on Blackpool seafront. It was mesmerising. As I headed towards the
lumbering hulk that is the Norbreck Castle Hotel, the home of Tatcon, my surreal
surroundings transfixed me. I was some place between heaven and hell and I could not figure
out which I was closest to. 

The hotel is on the seafront, but not right in the heart of the action. It’s in a quieter, less
frenetic part of the resort, and that is probably a good thing. (A short tram ride back into town
and you can have as much ‘frenetic’ as your heart desires.) It's a huge, architecturally-
challenged building. Built in 1869 in the style of a castellated stately home, since then it's
been unsympathetically added to. It now has 480 bedrooms and 22 conference suites, so if
the Tatcon crew wants to triple the show size again over the next twelve months, it would not
really be an issue. That’s not a prediction, by the way, just an observation.

TATCON
BLACKPOOL

1.

2.

3. 4. 5.

1. room with a view

2. by alex wright, grindhouse 

tattoo productions

3. blackpool tower

4&5. by chris meighan, 

santa cruz kustom club

words and pictures by James Sandercock
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6. feathers and fans
7. charity auction
8. rocking on sunday with the tony auton band
9. pat raising money for charity
10. chris jones from physical graffiti
11. by kerry hutchison, crossroads tattoo
12. by adam mcdermott, folklore tattoo
13. by sam nuttall, handmade tattoo gallery
14. by jimmie scribble, twisted ink
15. by kat wilson, hello sailor
16. by kali, never say die tattoo
17. by craig cardwell, phat tats
18. kali, never say die

5. 7.6.

9.

10.

11. 12.

8.



For the 2015 show, all 150 artists were in
one large hall. My first thought was that
there was no natural light, which was
made all the more noticeable by the
glorious sunshine outside. It gave the
show that timeless feeling you get when
the light never changes, like being in a
nightclub. It didn’t seem to affect the
mood of the show though. The atmosphere
was good from the get-go and remained
that way until I left on the Sunday
evening.

The standard of work was great, which is
what you would expect at a convention put
on by a respected tattoo artist. After all,
it’s his reputation on the line, not just his
financial outlay. Entertainment was the
standard convention fare, and the crowd
enjoyed it, which always raises the
performers’ performances. There is of
course the question of whether the artists
feel the same way, especially when it is in
the room where they are working. It’s a bit
of a catch-22 for show organisers, I feel.

Once again I came across Banana Ink,
which was slammed all day, on both days.
There is no doubt how many people were
excited about the idea of having a go at
tattooing the curvaceous yellow food of
champions! (See the interview in the side-
panel to find out more about Banana Ink,
how it came about and what it hopes to
achieve.)

So is Blackpool Tatcon here to stay? I
would say yes, and I don’t think it has
maxed out yet. The crew who put it on
seemed very happy with the way the
weekend went. You could tell they are all
100% behind the show and want artists
and punters to have the best experience
possible. And, for that reason alone, in the
words of the great man: “I’ll be back”.
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13. 14.

17.

18.

15.

16.



19. crazy cool acrobatic lady
20. by jakub hendrix golebieski, inkpire
21. by dom wiley, blue cardinal
22. by luke naylor, hand on heart
23. by daniel edwards, forever ink
24. banana ink
25. by matthew henning, blue cardinal
26. by vee takaloo, 

the kitchen custom body art
27. by yarson, street tattoo
28. by little simon gunn,

blind tiger tattoo
29. by ashley luka, the square tattoo
30. miss pin-up uk contestants
31. by guy tinsley, wiseguys tattoo
32. trophies
33. looking into the future
34. by daniel edwards, forever ink
35. by sami adams, screaming reaper

22.19.

23.

24.

25.

20. 21.

Banana Ink • What’s it all about?

We first came across Banana Ink at the 2015 Liverpool Tattoo Convention, where a
few eyebrows were raised at the concept. When we realised that they were also going
to be at Tatcon in Blackpool, we thought we should get the scoop on the tattooed
fruit. 

Banana Ink is the brainchild of Sasky, a native of Rybnic, Poland. The first thing to
clarify is he is not a tattooist, although he is a collector and a big fan. However, he is
very good friends with a tattooist, and not any old tattooist – Thomasz Torfinski, aka
Tofi. Sasky told us, “We have been friends since we were children. When he started to
tattoo I could see his talent. I would come to the studio, watch him work and see him
progress. In 2009 he had a customer come from Spain who was a really talented
artist, so Tofi got a banana and showed him a little of how to use a tattoo machine.
After that session I asked him if I could have a go. I’m covered in tattoos but I don’t
want to be a tattoo artist. I was just curious to know how it feels to hold and work
with a tattoo machine. Tattooing on a banana doesn’t hurt anyone and I enjoyed it, so
I kept on doing it.”

Tofi also instigated the next step in Banana Ink’s evolution. He was visiting Kult
Tattoo in Krakow who organise Tattoo Fest. Over dinner he mentioned his banana-
tattooing buddy. They liked the idea and gave Sasky a call. “They asked me to come
to their show and explain to people how to use a machine and let them have a go, just
for fun. Over that weekend 62 people tattooed a banana skin and 62 people had big
smiles on their faces. It was a great weekend. I thought that was it, but they told other
show organisers in Poland, and it just took off. Last year I did 25 shows and now 534
people have put a tattoo on a banana skin. That’s 534 more smiling faces.”

Sasky is such a positive person it’s east to see why people enjoy the experience so
much. People’s reaction to it certainly demonstrates the very different attitudes that
countries have toward tattooing, and how best to move forward. In closing Sasky tells
us, “This is the best time of my life right now.” His natural warmth and big smile
leaves us in no doubt that this is the case.

What do you think about members of the public tattooing bananas? Is it a bit of fun,
just to see how it feels? Or is it the slippery slope towards ‘having a go’ on real skin?
Drop us a line to editor@totaltattoo.co.uk and let us know.
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30.

34.

35.

31.

32.

33.

26. 27.

28. 29.
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N
ot all that long ago, tattoo removal processes

were akin to something from the dark ages. Most

tattooists had their own methods, often involving

tattooing milk, lemon juice or even acid into the tattoo to

create a reaction. This would leave visible scarring, which

was sometimes worse than the original tattoo. Or you

could have the tattoo cut out with a scalpel, which again

could leave awful scars.

Things have moved on. With the advent of laser technology, aimed primarily at the beauty trade,

it was discovered that these light beams could also be used as an effective method of tattoo

removal. Thus a whole new industry was born. The technology has evolved considerably since

those early days, so Total Tattoo Magazine decided to take a look at the process from both sides

of the laser, to see what it involves and how effective the results are. We visited one of London’s

premier laser clinics, ProSkin, to find out.

ProSkin tell us about laser tattoo removal

Total Tattoo Magazine: In layman’s terms, can you explain how laser

technology works to remove tattoo ink?

ProSkin: We use a PicoSure laser, which is the first aesthetic laser to use picosecond technology.

This delivers short pulses of energy to the skin in trillionths of a second. It breaks down the ink

into tiny particles – far smaller than any other technology can –  which are easily and quickly

eliminated from the body. If you think of untreated tattoo ink as ‘rock’ size, then other

technologies break it down to ‘pebble’ size. PicoSure breaks the ink down to ‘sand’ size particles

which are then absorbed into the skin and filtered out through the body.

Luke’s original sleeve
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How does the PicoSure laser differ

from YAG lasers?

PicoSure is three or four times faster and

breaks the ink down into smaller particles, so

fewer treatments are required. PicoSure is

able to treat darker, more complex tattoos

more efficiently. It can also treat ink that’s

stopped responding to other lasers. PicoSure

creates a pressure wave to break down the

ink, causing far less trauma to the surrounding

tissue too. YAG technology uses a thermal

energy to create the desired effect, which can

cause more trauma and damage to the

treatment area and surrounding tissue.

What is the average length of each

session, and how many sessions

would, say, a palm-sized tattoo

require for removal?

The average time for each session is

dependent on the size of the tattoo; most

tattoos require a minimum of four to six

treatments. Depending on how you tolerate

the treatment, a tattoo roughly the size of

your hand would take five to eight minutes

per session. It is much quicker than other

laser technologies.

Can every colour be removed or are

some colours harder than others?

Yes, some colours are harder to treat than

others. Blue, green and black inks are the

easiest, and red the hardest. Traditionally, blue

and green inks have been notoriously difficult

to remove but the PicoSure deals with these

pigments much better.
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How painful is it? Does it hurt more

in certain areas?

Pain can vary from client to client. We do our

utmost to minimise discomfort, using cold air

to reduce sensation. You can also use topical

numbing cream.

How is the tattoo removal priced? By

time, the number of sessions or the

size of the area?

Removal is priced according to the size of the

tattoo. There are two options: ‘Pay as you go’

or ‘PicoPlan’, which is a monthly direct debit

to make payments more affordable.

How safe is lasering? Are there any

lasting problems or dangers?

There are no lasting problems. PicoSure uses a

photo-mechanical effect, which leaves the

surrounding tissue of the tattoo unheated, in

comparison to a photo-thermal action from

traditional lasers which delivers heat to the

surrounding tissue as well as the tattoo. With

any laser treatment, there is always a

possibility of certain adverse reactions

occurring, such as changes to skin tone and

scarring, although this is very rare. However,

we screen our clients very carefully, and

provide extensive pre- and post-procedure

care to minimise the possibility of this

happening.

What is the time period between

sessions?

There are six to eight week intervals on

average, but this will vary with each individual.

Some may find it beneficial to leave slightly

longer between sessions.

Can anybody be treated? Do skin type

and medical conditions affect the

outcome?

Skin type isn’t an issue. Medical conditions,

medication and sun exposure can contra-

indicate the treatment, which is why a thorough

consultation and patch test will be carried out

prior to full treatment.

How long should clients wait after

lasering before having the area

tattooed over?

We recommend three to six months, depending

on how fast or slow the skin heals.

Is there any preparation advice you

could give leading up to a laser

session? For example, would drinking

plenty of water in the days before

treatment help?

Yes, one of our best pieces of advice – and this

is actually an essential requirement – is for the

client to avoid sun exposure in the treatment

area for a minimum of six weeks prior to

treatment, and this includes tanning beds. This

should help to minimise the possibility of the

client suffering an adverse reaction. Also simple

changes to lifestyle, such as exercising, drinking

plenty of water, and not smoking, can all aid the

process and maximise the results the client can

achieve.
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What should people expect after

treatment from a PicoSure laser?

We would expect the area to be quite red, and for

swelling to be present immediately post-procedure.

Blistering is also a very common side effect of tattoo

removal, but it is key that the blisters remain intact to

ensure the skin heals to the best of its ability. We

highly recommend keeping the area cool, so clients

should therefore avoid hot baths, showers, steam

rooms, saunas etc for at least three to seven days

after the procedure. We also suggest the use of aloe

vera gel twice daily to desensitise the skin, and

Vaseline to keep the skin conditioned. You must also

ensure the area is kept dressed until the blisters have

subsided.

What should a person look for when

choosing a laser clinic?

When looking for a laser clinic it is crucial to do your

research on each company and the machines they use.

Make sure you are using a reputable company that

offers the most up-to-date technology, with positive

reviews from previous clients.

Are there any training courses or

qualifications required to operate a laser?

Every practitioner at our clinics will have gained a

minimum of an NVQ Level 3 within Beauty Therapy.

Once on board, ProSkin provides further extensive

training. We offer our staff additional refresher

courses and continuous, ongoing support.

Blistering following 

the first laser session.

Although not always

common and as visually 

shocking, these are 

in fact a great result.

After the blisters subside.
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Luke tells us about his
laser experience

Total Tattoo Magazine: What is it

about your existing tattoo that

makes you want to remove it?

Luke: My first tattoo was a Celtic cross by a

scratcher who came to my house on my 15th

birthday.  It was awful! I instantly hated it but I

thought when I’m old enough, I’ll get a full

sleeve and nobody will notice how bad it is.

On my 18th birthday I started having the rest

of my arm tattooed with angels and clouds.

This wasn’t what I really wanted, but it was

the only thing that would go with what I

already had, and I just wanted to be tattooed.

After two years, and over 30 hours of

tattooing later, I realised that this isn’t for me

and I hated it even more than before. I had

two options: black my arm out completely or

get the tattoo removed.

How does the pain of being lasered

compare to being tattooed?

The pain is about the same but they are two

very different feelings. Having a tattoo, you get

used to it after a while and it just becomes an

irritating scratch. The only way I can describe

laser removal is it’s like somebody pinging a

hot elastic band on your skin over and over

again. But each sitting only lasts around 20

minutes, whereas with tattooing you sit there

for hours.

You have been lasered with both the

older YAG technology and the new

PicoSure. How do they compare in

terms of pain and speed?

The PicoSure is more comfortable because
there is a constant flow of cold air over the
area before and during the treatment, which
really helps. It is much faster than the YAG
lasers but I didn’t find any difference in the
pain between the two machines. The healing
time was very different between the two
though. I always knew it would be a long
process, simply because it is such a big piece
to get rid of, but I didn't think it would take as
long as it did. A lot of people think that if they
get tattooed and don’t like it, they can get it
removed easily. But this isn’t the case at all. It
takes months, even years, if you want
complete removal of a sizeable piece. Luckily
for me I only need to get it light enough to
cover with another tattoo, but it is still a long
process.

Can you tell us a bit more about the

healing?

The PicoSure healing process was a nightmare
for me. I had huge blisters that lasted around
four to five days before they went down. My
arm would swell to almost double the size
after each treatment. When all this settled
down, the area that had been treated felt like
the most severe sunburn imaginable. It took
two to three weeks to fully heal. But seeing
how much of the tattoo had been removed, it
was well worth it! 

Looking back, do you think your

tattoos were too much, too soon?

It was definitely a case of too much too soon!

I didn’t know what I really wanted when I

started getting tattooed. I was far too young

to decide what I wanted on my skin for the

rest of my life. I always knew I wanted to be

tattooed from a young age, but I never had any

thought about what I wanted. At the time it

didn’t matter, as long as I got a tattoo. I wish I

had taken my time and waited. The irony of

having the phrase ‘No Regrets’ removed says it

all.

To summarise...

Laser tattoo removal has come a long way in a

fairly short time, and the results are simply

amazing. But it’s important to remember this

process is not without pain and expense.

Ultimately the wise choice is to take your

time, chose your artist well and get the right

tattoo the first time round.

Total Tattoo Magazine would like to

thank ProSkin for their time and

expertise. PicoSure laser treatment

is available at a number of ProSkin

branches around the UK. For more

information visit

www.proskinclinics.com 

Amazing results after 

one complete pass of the arm.





For a quarter of a century, the Berlin Tattoo Convention has been
doing what it does best: serving up quality tattoo art, in a cool
neighbourhood, in one of Europe’s most amazing and vibrant cities. 

Since it moved from its December date to the summer months, the Berlin show has been
doing better than ever, with visitor numbers increasing; the summer heat clearly doesn’t put
anyone off. For the tattoo enthusiast, it’s the ideal destination. The city offers plenty in terms
of alternative art, street art, music events and even the odd spot of sunbathing on the beach.
(Berlin imports several tons of sand from the Baltic Sea every year to create urban beaches
by the Spree and Wannsee rivers in the south west of the city.)

The tattoo expo may not have its own beach, but it takes place right next to one. Plus the
venue has a lovely, cool outdoor area with seating, tents, a street art event, a stage with plenty
of acts, and a bar; the perfect place to escape if the main show gets too hot. If you did escape
from the convention though, you would miss a lot of action: the tattoos produced here are in a
class of their own, and the range of artists gives everyone the chance to find something that is
perfect for them.

BERLIN
TATTOO CONVENTION

Report & photos by Doralba Picerno

1. 2.

3. 4.

1. it has to be black

2. by jays ink

3. by timur lysenko, 

red berry tattoo (poland)

4. by aleksandr o’kharin, 

nadelwerk (austria)
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I have noticed in the last couple of years
a distinct Eastern European slant to the
event, with more artists from the former
Eastern Bloc countries as well as from
the former Soviet republics. As I
witnessed a few years ago at a tattoo
show in Russia, the quality of their
work is outstanding. More and more of
them are travelling west to show off
their work (or are already based in
Western Europe), raising the standards
and producing very influential tattoos.

The Berlin expo is a truly international
event though, and the participating
artists come in from all over the world.
Many of the artists descend on the city
for a few days around the convention,
making it their temporary home. The list
of countries represented here is as
comprehensive as ever, ranging from the
whole of Europe to far flung locations
like South America and New Zealand,
and many countries in between.

As evidenced by the competition
categories, the styles of work on show
were extremely varied. There was a lot
of experimental tattooing; the fusion
trash-polka genre is getting more and
more established, and the designs in that
style never fail to amaze. Large oriental
pieces were popular and are often show-
stoppers, although they are less
common than they have been in the
past. What did make an impact this year
were large-scale geometric pieces,
bordering on optical illusion –
spellbinding, well crafted and very
inventive. As well as the tattooing itself,
the convention also provided some
professional seminars, most notably a
series of master classes with black and
white realistic virtuoso Andy Engel.

Since 1990, the Berlin convention has
proved over and over again that it is able
to reinvent itself, move with the times
and attract a varied and influential
crowd. Long may it continue.

5. 6.

7.

8.

10.

5. by elena karina (russia)
6. by zmetek, custom 

made ink (denmark)
7. by levgen, 

red berry tattoo (poland)
8. by chaim machlev, 

dots to lines (germany)
9. by szolt kelemen, 

comic tattoo (hungary)
10. by tell, 

pigmentarius (uzbekistan)

9.
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11. 12. 13.

14. 15.

16.

17.

18.

11& 12. by bonel, art4life 

(holland)

13. by yarda, zuk tattoo 

(spain)

14. by lukasz major, 

nightliner (germany)

15. by alexander hinz,

all style tattoo 

(germany)

16. by dimitriy samohin 

(ukraine)

17. by arte rojo 

(germany)

18. by jay freestyle 

(holland)
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19. 20.

21. 22.

23.

24.

19. by bellas (germany)

20. by priit salusoo (austria)

21. by nayana (czech republic)

22. by aero, aero and inkeaters 

(germany)

23. by denis torikashvili, 

tdan tattoo (russia)

24. by kirill (russia)
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25. 26.

27. 28.

25. by tell, pigmentarius (uzbekistan)

26. by tom, art of pain (germany)

27. by miro pridal, skingrafix (denmark)

28. by david giersch (germany)
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29. 30. 31.

32.

33.

34. 35.

30 & 31. by hannes, blut & eisen

(germany) 

32. by arte rojo (germany)

33. by alex, rock ‘n’ roll tattoo 

(poland)

34 & 35. by karina cuba (russia)
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Versatility and imagination are the perfect combination
of qualities for a tattoo artist, and Fabrice Koch has
plenty of both. This Swiss-born former graphic

designer, who lives and works in Germany, scribbles,
dribbles, doodles and blobs ink all over the skin, and he has
more fun doing it than a toddler with a pot of paint! But
beware: ‘ordo ab chao’ (order from chaos) might be his
motto, but there is method in his madness, as well as lots of
skill and creativity behind his seemingly chaotic tattoos.

Interview: Travellin’ Mick• Photos: Fabrice Koch and Travellin’ Mick

Fabrice Koch could be described as a
citizen of the world. Born in Switzerland,
raised in Germany, and married to an
Indonesian woman, he is multi-lingual,
well-travelled and feels at home wherever
he is in the world. His studio,
Fabinkognito, reveals his love for the
unusual and is more like an atelier than
an ordinary tattoo studio. It is based in
his house and Fabrice welcomes his
clients there as his personal guests. 

He only joined the tattoo scene at the
ripe old age of 40, after working as a
graphic designer in the advertising

industry for a couple of decades. He was
given some professional tattoo equipment
by his tattooist friends for his 40th
birthday and soon found himself
gravitating towards a style incorporating
Asian black tribal, Far Eastern
calligraphy and striking watercolour
patterns, which he had come to love
during his time as a graphic artist. In
tattooing, Fabrice Koch has truly found
his calling; it gives him a deep
satisfaction that graphic design could no
longer give him in this age of low-paid
interns with a basic knowledge of Adobe
software.
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Fabrice has an easy-going nature but
don’t let that mislead you; he is an
accomplished and battle-hardened
professional artist. And if you take a
close look at his artwork, you quickly
realise that there is a mountain of
precision, experience and pure
artistic skill behind its casual, playful
facade. Black patterns, that at first
glance seem to be spattered about at
random, show his affinity for
Japanese and Chinese calligraphy,
while the precise lettering that is
woven into his pieces tells of years of
experience in hand-drawn
typography (the bread-and-butter of
every old-school graphic designer).
Even his translucent watercolour
tattoos bear witness to his solid
drawing skills and eye for accuracy.
Fabrice’s tattoos are never over-
complicated though and, however
chaotic they seem, remain easy to
read. 
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When his chosen style suddenly became
popular with tattoo collectors, some
suspected him of being a copycat and
following the lead of certain Czech and
Polish artists. Fabrice denies this in his
usual mild manner: “I didn’t even know
the name Ondrash. I had to Google him.
Of course, I was inspired by others, but
actually more the Belgian and French
avant-garde guys with a similar
background to me. My watercolour
sketchbook is more than three years old,
and I clearly remember the times when I
had to convince potential customers to
try something really new.” 

The tide has turned since then and
Fabrice now has a faithful following. But
he is already contemplating new ideas. “I
am not sure how long I am going to stick
with the watercolour-inspired style. An
artistic mind is often two steps ahead
and, by the time something has become
popular and in demand, creativity has
moved on to uncharted territory.” 

Fabrice’s style has developed over a
long time and he takes inspiration from
around the world. Some years ago, he
met a group of Indonesian tattoo artists
who had settled in Germany, and quickly
became friends with them. Abud and
Madet, and later Jeremy Lo and Durga,
slowly but surely introduced him into the
world of Asian iconography and how to
apply it on to skin. Fabrice started to
understand how tattoos could be more
than pure decoration: “Asian artists often
divide up the body into sections which
are decorated individually, but result in
one big piece of artwork. This is the
ultimate custom tattoo and it can’t be
planned or done with stencils. The
patterns have to be drawn on
spontaneously.” 
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Fabrice takes particular pleasure in giving
traditional tribal patterns a more contemporary
look by adding graphic elements or dissolving
the designs into pixelated patterns. Of course,
he treads lightly around ethnic sensitivities when
doing this, so as not to offend anyone, but often
the response has been rather positive. For
example in Borneo, a place he visits frequently,
members of local ethnic groups like the Iban
were enthusiastic about Fabrice’s new versions
of ancient tribal designs. He now has a large
clientele there and his style is already being
copied locally. 
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Travel is something Fabrice enjoys tremendously, and he can often be
found working at conventions around the world. He always seems to be
super busy, despite the sometimes challenging conditions. Other
tattooists might object to the noise levels and the endless questions from
punters, but patience is one of Fabrice’s strongest points. He manages to
blank out the outside world and simply get on with his work. He
deliberately doesn’t make many appointments in advance but prefers to
rely on his luck and charisma to attract interesting assignments. And,
sure enough, people with unusual ideas find him. He then has a chance
to show off his creativity by improvising a custom design, which is
always just perfect for his client. 

Despite his graphic design background, Fabrice’s tattoos are never the
product of fancy computer software; they are always drawn by hand,
often directly on to the skin. That way there is enough room for
spontaneous ideas. Once he has talked to his client and discovered what
they are thinking he grabs his pen – but, even at this point, he may still
have no idea where the design journey will lead him. And that is what
makes a Fabrice Koch tattoo such a unique piece of art.  

Fabinkognito 
Lauffen am Neckar
Germany  

Email: fab@fabinkognito.com
www.facebook.com/fabinkognitotattoo
www.instagram.com/fabinkognito
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IN FOCUS
In these pages we showcase a small selection of work from a group of artists working together.
This month Body Garden, 26-38 Sheepcote Street, Birmingham, West Midlands
B16 8JB. Tel 0121 643 2505. www.bodygardentattoo.co.uk
We would love to feature your work, please send examples to: 
In Focus, Total Tattoo Magazine, 111 Furze Road, Norwich, NR7 0AU, UK

Cesar de Ceasaro Miz Thompson

Cesar de Ceasaro

Cesar de Ceasaro Cesar de Ceasaro
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Miz Thompson

Miz Thompson

Cesar de Ceasaro

Cesar de Ceasaro Cesar de Ceasaro



UK CONVENTIONS
October 10-11

Milton Keynes Tatoo Convention
Planet Ice Milton Keynes

Leisure Plaza, 1 South Row

Milton Keynes, Buckinghamshire MK9 1DL

Oct 30-Nov 1

Jurassic Coast Tattoo Convention
Premier Inn Hotel Bournemouth Central

Westover Rd, Bournemouth, Dorset BH1 2BZ,

www.jurassiccoasttattooconvention.co.uk

Nov 7-8

Halloween Tattoo Bash
Wolverhampton Racecourse

Holiday Inn Garden Court

Dunstall Park Lodge, Wolverhampton WV6 0PE

www.halloweentattoobash.co.uk

Nov 14-15

East Coast Tattoo Expo
Highfield Grange Holiday Park, London Road

Clacton-on-Sea, Essex CO16 9QY,

www.eastcoastexpo.co.uk

November 14-15

Sheffield Tattoo Show
Magna Science Centre, Sheffield Road, Templeborough, Rotherham 

South Yorkshire S60 1DX

www.sheffieldtattooshow.co.uk

Nov 28-29

Cariad Ink Xmas tattoo Carnival
Venue Cymru, The Promenade, Llandudno LL30 1BB

www.facebook.com/CariadInk

UK CONVENTIONS 2016
February 5-6

Needle Gangstas 
Annual Beano

Pride Pkwy, Derby DE24 8XL

www.tattooteaparty.co.uk

March 5-6

The Tattoo Tea Party
Phoenix Way, Off Barton Dock Road, Urmston

Manchester. M41 7TB

www.facebook.com/needlegangstsa

April 3

Ink and Iron 
Tattoo Convention
The New Bingley Hall

1 Hockley Circus, Birmingham, West Midlands B18 5PP

www.inkandiron.co.uk

April 31-1 May

The Brighton Centre
King's Rd, Brighton, East Sussex BN1 2GR

blog.brightontattoo.com

May 6-8

Liverpool Tattoo Convention
Britannia Adelphi Hotel, Ranelagh Place, Liverpool. L3 5UL

www.liverpooltattooconvention.com

June 4-5

Scarborough Tattoo Show
The Spa Scarborough, South Bay, Scarborough,

North Yorkshire YO11 2HD

www.facebook.com/scarboroughtattooshow

June 4-5

Leeds International Tattoo Convention
Exhibition Centre Leeds

Clarence Dock, Chadwick Street, Leeds LS10 1LT

www.leedstattooexpo.com

OVERSEAS CONVENTIONS
Oct 9-11

Florence Tattoo Convention
Fortezza Da Basso

Viale Filippo Strozzi, 1

50129 Florence, Italy

www.florencetattooconvention.com

Oct 30-Nov 1

Dublin Tattoo Convention
Red Cow Moran Hotel Dublin

22 Naas Rd, Dublin 22, Co. Dublin, Ireland

www.dublintattooconvention.com

November 1

Tattoo Sunday - Brugge
Studio Hall, Boogschutterslaan 41, Sint-Kruis Brugge, Belgium

www.brusselstattooconvention.be

November 13-15

Brussels International 
Tattoo Convention
Tour & Taxis,  Avenue du Port 86, 

1000 Brussels, Belgium

www.brusselstattooconvention.be

CONVENTION CALENDAR

Tattoo convention listings on this page are free. Send your details to 
Convention Calendar, Total Tattoo Magazine, 111 Furze Road, Norwich, Norfolk, NR7 0AU, UK
or e-mail editor@totaltattoo.co.uk All details correct at time of going to press. E&OE.
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To find out who sells Total Tattoo in
your area, email your postcode to 
totaltattoo@totaltattoo.co.uk

Save money with a subscription! 
For details, call our subscriptions
hotline on 01603 958 062 or visit
www.totaltattoo.co.uk
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What makes you happy?
Making other people happy makes me happy.
And ball slapping, at the other end of the
spectrum.

What makes you angry?
Agreeing with people for the sake of agreeing
with them, and giving uneducated advice.
Watching the blind leading the blind makes my
blood boil. If you don't know, don't say. Dicks.

What was the last book you read?
Venomous Snakes of the World, by Mark
O'Shea. The story was a little hard to follow,
but I took some positives from it. It was very
informative. If you like venom. And snakes.

What was the last movie you saw?
The fact that I had to really think to
remember this tells me I need to spend more
time going to see movies. It was Jurassic
World. I was going to Guatemala the next day,
and didn't want my plane to crash, or be
executed by a cartel, without seeing it. I wasn't
disappointed.

What pets do you have?
I have too many pets. It's why I don't have time
to watch more movies. I've got three cats, a
massive fish tank with arowana and stingrays,
then there's the snake room. I've got a couple
of pythons, but mostly I have cobras and pit
vipers. I like pets that want me dead. It makes
up for the lack of a fulfilling passive aggressive
relationship in my life. But seriously, snakes
(and all animals) are my passion. You can see it
in my work.

If you won the lottery, what's the
first thing you'd buy?
A Cheyenne Pen and some Intenze inks. And
I'd open up a school to teach kids how to
tattoo over the course of a week. No
seriously, I'd try to find a flock of Ground
Hornbills (once I'd sorted out a bigger
house/garden). They are some cool ass birds!

What would you superpower be?
Telekinesis! All day long! I'd have three pet
tortoises and spin them around me like Mario
Kart.

What would you eat for your last
meal on earth?
Am I cooking this myself? I would have trout,
in lime and chilli, with sweet potato chips. Fuck
the veg off, I'm gonna be dead in a minute. And
a chocolate-filled Krispy Kreme doughnut. And
root beer.

Who would play you in the movie of
your life?
I'd like to say Rhys Ifans – but if they need a
better likeness, they'll probably use that
meerkat off the insurance adverts.

What song would be the soundtrack
to your life?
My Way. The Sid Vicious cover.

What is your biggest regret?
My biggest regret is too fresh and personal
and still resonates in me too much to share
with the world. Artistically, my biggest regret is
being a hermit for so long. I've been tattooing
for 13 years (some of those were quite
unsavoury) and it's only the last few years I
have really put myself out there, and met
other artists, and learned and been inspired by
them.

What is the best lesson life has
taught you?
Never to take advice from unhappy people.
You can learn from them as a cautionary tale,
but don't do what the miserable bastards tell
you to do.

What keeps you awake at night?
Nothing prescription tranquilisers can't take
care of.

What's your funniest tattoo story?
This is hard. I used to work with Joe
Carpenter before he got all grown up. Every
day was mental. We got some guy to phone up
his dad and ask why he never molested him as
a kid, and whether it was because he was too
ugly. I was sat tattooing in nothing but my
pants, because I'd poured a whole bottle of
Oasis over my own head for some reason.

Which is your own favourite tattoo?
My favourite tattoo has got to be my face,
lovingly (and incredibly patiently) done by
Matt Black. It changed me having it done. For
the better. I became very aware that I
probably look a bit of an oik, to those less
enlightened than ourselves, so I figured it
would pay to be nice.

What is your favourite tattoo that
you have done?
My favourite tattoo that I have done has got
to be the indigo snake (even though it's in
colour). That kicks ass. It raised the bar for my
snake work. I love the species, and when I saw
the reference picture I was in really in love. I
knew I had to tattoo it. I loved working on it
for 2 looong days. Colour really slows me
down.

Any exciting news you'd like to
share?
I have completely closed my diary to any work
that isn't dotwork or wildlife portraits. I don't
love other stuff enough to be wasting my time
on it, and it isn't fair that the dotwork clients
and animal clients have to wait so long, while
I'm doing stuff I don't wanna be doing. This is
exciting news for me. Not for people who
want me to do roses and pocket watches on
them.

How would you like to be
remembered?
In a more positive light than Jimmy Savile. I'd
like to be remembered for the silly shit I do,
but as time goes on I work harder and don't
have as much time or energy to be silly. So I
guess I will just have to be remembered for
the work instead.

Finish this sentence. Joe is...? 
Looking forward to early retirement when
one of his rattlesnakes gets him.

mugshot
We ask tattooists some probing questions and encourage 

them to reveal a different side of themselves!  

This month

Inky Joe
Illustrated Primate
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